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Abstract—The two-ray model has been used for modelling of
wireless channels already for decades. However, since researchers
and industry are pushing forward to unlock the millimeter
wave bands, we revisited this model. We re-derive the break
point distance based on a generalized first Fresnel zone. The
simplified approximation formula — four times the product of
antenna heights scaled by wavelength — is especially accurate
for millimeter waves, but difficult to verify. We then demonstrate
that the two-ray ground-reflection model can be observed within
many vehicular scenarios and fit ray-tracing data with the tworay model. Finally we devise a measurement strategy as well as
the usage of an ℓ1 algorithm for piecewise linear fitting slopes
to the model data. Thereby we are able to show that the break
point distance is indeed a valid modelling parameter and can be
determined accurately.
Keywords—break point, mmWave, channel modelling, two-ray
model, path loss

I.

I NTRODUCTION

A. Importance and prior work
The two-ray (2R) model has been used extensively to
explain the multi-slope behaviour of observed path loss [1], [2].
It gives a simple to calculate, yet pretty accurate, prediction
of receive power. Especially for millimeter waves (mmWave),
researchers have observed channels dominated by few specular
reflections [3], and therefore, models employing only a few
rays are a good choice. The applicability of the 2R model for
the current Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC)
standard around 5.9 GHz has been shown in [4]–[6]. An
extension to the typcial flat surface communcation models has
been presented in [7]. The authors of [7] show pathloss models
for car-to-car communications on various slope types.
Future vehicular communications could take place at millimeter wave frequencies [8]. The work of [9] used the
2R model for simulations of a joint radar communications
system. Evidence for the 2R model can also be found in [10],
where the deviations to the 2R model were explained by road
undulations. Besides the car-to-car context, the case of train-toinfrastructure communications has been studied experimentally
in [11] and through ray-tracing simulations in [12]. Both works
show a 2R behaviour. This article will show a fit to the data
obtained in [12].
Hand in hand with the 2R model goes the multislope
pathloss modeling. For static mmWave scenarios this has
already been used in [13], [14]. Peter et al. [15] have been
focusing on a methodology to obtain from measurement data
(which might obey a 2R model) to proper pathloss coefficient.
Our technique for pathloss fitting is built upon [15] and will
be based on ℓ1 trend filtering [16].
B. Our Contributions
We demonstrate on ray-tracing data and on previously
conducted measurement campaigns that the two-ray ground-
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Fig. 1: Two-Ray (Ground-Reflection) model.
reflection is a suitable small scale fading model for line-ofsight mmWave scenarios. Especially beamforming at least at
one link end can be very accurately covered by this model.
Closely connected to the two-ray model is the break point
distance. The break point distance is used as threshold for an
increased pathloss coefficient; thereby being used as large scale
fading parameter. Since several expressions for the break point
distance exists in the literature, we give a rigorous derivation
of the break point distance based on the first (generalized)
Fresnel zone. Lastly, we argue that the two-ray model is
essentially a small scale fading model. Estimating the break
point from a multiple regression model (2 slopes) from the
plain observations (measurements or synthetic data) will lead
to huge biases. We show a possible preprocessing technique.
II.

R EVIEW OF T WO -R AY G ROUND -R EFLECTION M ODEL

The classical 2R model [2] is a superposition of a signal
and a distance dependent delayed copy. Calculating this superposition at exactly one frequency ω, the delay, introduced
by the longer ground path, turns into an additional phase. The
received magnitude squared of the field strength is given by
p t
p
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where E0 is the transmit field strength, GLOS , GR are the
antenna gains for the transmit antenna and receive antenna in
the respective directions, and Γ(α, ω) is the Fresnel reflection
coefficient. The distances lLOS , lR are sketched in Fig. 1, denote
lR = lLOS + ∆l . We will assume d ≫ max(ht , hr ) and
therefore Γ(α, ω) ≈ −1, and GtLOS ≈ GtR , GrLOS ≈ GrR .
Further, the amplitude scaling for both received waves is
approximately equal and thereby Equation (1) turns into
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Again, due to d ≫ max(ht , hr ), the path length difference can
be approximated to ∆l ≈ 2ht hr/d and lLOS ≈ d. The relative
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Fig. 3: Ellipse geometry in parametric form.
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Fig. 2: Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of a train-to-infrastructure
scenario and the corresponding 2R model.
receive power as a function of the geometrical parameters is
then given as
2
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2π ht hr
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λ d
A. Fit with Ray-Tracing Data
The work of [12], has analysed a train-to-infrastructure
scenario, where both link ends perform beamforming, thus
being entitled dynamic-to-dynamic beamforming, see Fig. 2.
The antennas have 25 dBi gain at 100 GHz with 1 GHz bandwidth and use 20 dBm transmit power. The ray-tracing data is
modelling an urban area in Beijing. The transmit antenna is
mounted in 10 m height and the receiver is on top of the train
at 3 m height. Due to the very narrow beams, the reflecting
buildings do not impact the results much. The ray-tracing data
clearly follows a 2R model.
III.

x

B REAK P OINT VIA G ENERALIZED F RESNEL Z ONE

Although not visual in Fig. 2, after a distance called the
break point distance dB , the receive power does not oscillate
around the free-space path loss any more and falls off stronger.
In this section we prove, that the very simple approximation
formula dB ≈ 4ht hr/λ, although not easily visible, is still
valid for mmWaves.

where ϕ is the angle between the x-axis and the major axis of
the ellipse, see Fig. 3. For our specific problem the following
can be stated
pc = [ d/2

(ht +hr )/2 ]T

,

− tan ϕ = (ht −hr )/d .

(6)

Thus, an ellipse can be described as affine map of the unit
circle c(t), applying a scaling matrix S as well as a rotation
matrix Rϕ onto it.
To obtain the y-axis (ground) touching condition of the
ellipse, the y coordinate and its derivative, w.r.t. t, are equated
to zero. This gives us the following system of equations


 

−a sin ϕ b cos ϕ
sin t
0
=
(7)
b cos ϕ a sin ϕ
cos t
yc
T

We can solve for the parameter vector [ sin t cos t ]
and
use
the
Pythagorean
trigonometric
identity
T
([ sin t cos t ] [ sin t cos t ] = 1) to relate the center
coordinate to all other parameters
yc2 = a2 sin2 ϕ + b2 cos2 ϕ .

(8)

Instead of working with the real problem geometry, we
rotate and shift our frame of reference such that the major
axis is the x-axis and minor axis is the y-axis, see Fig. 4.
Thereby we obtain a line connecting the ground coordinates of
transmitter and receiver. This line is obtained by transforming
T
the coordinates of the x-axis, i.e., [x, 0] , via an inverse
translation −pc and an inverse rotation R−ϕ . The transformed
ground coordinates are given by


 

xg
x
= R−ϕ
(9)
− pc .
0
yg
The equation of the transformed ground reads

A. When does a general ellipse touch the ground?
We start with an ellipse where the transmit and receive
antenna are in the foci of an ellipse. A reflected signal from any
point on the ellipse has the same path length. The parametric
form p(t) of an ellipse with parameter t ∈ [0, 2π) and center
coordinates (xc , yc ) can be written as
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The ellipse in principal axis is described as xa + yb = 1.
We can solve for negative y and calculate that x coordinate,
where its derivative, w.r.t. x, is equal to that of (10).
r
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a
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(−)
To let the ellipse touch the ground we have to set yg and yell
at xt equal. We obtain again an equation linking all parameters
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Fig. 4: Ellipse geometry after principal axis transformation.
involved.
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Putting Equations (14)-(17) into (8) and dividing by d2 leads
to Equation (18). Solving Eq. (18) for d gives the break point
distance in (19)1 . The authors of [1], [2] provide the equivalent
solution for the special case of Φ = λ/2, but without derivation.
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Equation (13) reproduces (8). Transforming our problem into
the principal axis form comes with further insights. Assume
that vehicles with equal antenna heights are communicating
while driving uphill, the antenna of the further up car appears
at a lower equivalent flat earth height. It appears as in Fig. 4.

C. Relationship between First Fresnel Zone and 2R Model
To understand the relation between the 2R model and the
first Fresnel Zone, we work with the idealistic assumptions
leading to Equation (4). For these assumptions the break point
can be very well approximated as dB = 4ht hr /λ. Evaluating
the argument of the sine term in (4) gives π/2, which is the
first local maximum of a sine wave. Figure 5 marks this point.
Putting it more precisely, the first Fresnel zone describes the
last inflection point of the receive power and afterwards the
decrease of the receive power is stronger than the quadratic
envelope; the dotted red line.
y
y = 1/x2 sin(1/x)2

B. When does the first Fresnel zone touch the ground?
Equation (8) gives a relation between the semi-major axis
a the semi-minor axis b, the inclination angle ϕ and the ycoordinate of the center point. The first Fresnel zone gives a
specific ellipse, fixing the relationship of a, b and the phase
shift at the reflection.
For the first Fresnel zone, the difference in path length
between the LOS signal and a reflected signal is half wave∧
◦
). Implicitly this assumes that the reflection
length (λ/2=180
adds another 180◦ (λ/2) of phase shift, thereby summing both
rays constructively — in phase. Generalizing this concept, we
have to enforce that both additional phases (longer path and
∧
◦
reflection) need to sum up to λ=360
. Thus, defining Φ as the
complimentary phase (in wavelength) to the reflection phase,
we can define the semi-major axis as
lLOS + Φ = 2a ,
Through this relation, b can be expressed as
q
q
2
2
b = a2 − (lLOS/2) = lLOS Φ/2 + Φ /4

(14)

(15)

At first we notice, that the relation between transmitter and
receiver ground distance d and LOS distance lLOS defines us
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Fig. 5: Simplified oscillatory power as function plotted in
reciprocal distance. The first blank circle (from left) marks
the proposed break point distance in [17]. The filled circle —
an inflection point — corresponds to the break point distance
derived from the first Fresnel zone. The last (blank) circle is
the local maximum at maximum distance.
In most mmWave scenarios, see Table I, dB is at very
large distances. Due to receiver sensitivity, dB will hardly be
observable with mmWave equipment. For car-to-car scenarios,
where the transceiver is in the bumper of the car (possibly
collocated to the radar equipment), the break point distance is
observable, see bold faced entry in Table I.
IV. F INDING THE B REAK P OINT
The 2R model has its widespread use for modelling the
path loss coefficient in wireless communications systems. Until
the break point, LOS propagation with path loss coefficient
of n = 2 is used, and above the break point the path loss
1 The solution (19) for h , h , λ > 0 was calculated using the computer
t
r
algebra system SymPy.
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f0 in GHz

ht in m

hr in m

dB in m

5.9
60
60
2.5
60
2.5
2.5
60

1.5
1.5
0.5
10
10
10
35
35

1.5
1.5
0.5
3
3
1.5
1.5
1.5

177
1800
200
1000
24000
500
1750
42000

point can be very accurately obtained.
d=d

BW ≈ 1/τ0 = c d/2ht hr = B 2f0

(20)

For UWB frequency ranges, this relative bandwidth of 2 is
realizable with state of the art equipment. For mmWaves such
extrem bandwiths are not realizable yet.
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TABLE I: Break point distances with Γ = −1.
Pr /Pt in dB
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coefficient is chosen to be n = 4. Contrary to this usage, the
2R model is a small scale fading model! Similar to [15], we
employ the channel impulse response for our argumentation.

-120

-140

∆l
,
τ0 =
c

h(τ ) = aLOS δ(τ ) + aR δ(τ − τ0 ),

(18)

where a subsumes the antenna gains and distance dependent
loss for both paths, respectively. Assuming a relatively long
ground distance d we can approximate Equation (18) with
√



λ Gt G r
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h(τ ) ≈
δ(τ ) − δ τ −
.
(19)
4πd
d c
In case we can resolve both delays, we could use a multipath
receiver, e.g., a rake, and collect the energy of both rays.
The received power kh(τ )k2 then falls off quadratically in the
distance.
So, what do we observe for example in Fig. 2? It is small
scall fading! A (relatively) narrowband receiver cannot resolve
both rays individually and adds them up. As the phases vary
different for both paths, an interference pattern is caused by
the receive filter convolution. Figure 6 shows a scenario for
f0 = 60 GHz and ht = hr = 0.5 m.
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Fig. 7: Same scenario as Fig. 6 with BW = 80 GHz average.
A. ℓ1 Trend Filtering
The problem of finding a piecewise linear trend with the
smallest number of kinks, bounding the residual norm is called
ℓ1 trend filtering [16]. The number of kinks is determined via
the second-order difference matrix D and can be measured via
the zero-pseudo norm of Dr ℓ1 , where r ℓ1 is the optimization
variable. To relax this problem to a convex one, the zero-norm
is replaced by the ℓ1 -norm. The problem in Lagrange form
with 2R model observations r 2R reads
2

min kr 2R − r ℓ1 k2 + µ kDr ℓ1 k1 .
x

(21)

Eq. (21) is a generalized LASSO [18]. The regularization
parameter µ can be obtained via the solution path from [18] or
with the more efficient algorithm proposed in [19], [20]. The
minimizer of (21) is shown in red dashed lines in Figs. 6 and 7.

We compare the performance of ℓ1 trend filtering with a
grid search algorithm. Therefore we fit a first straight line on
the double logarithmic data until the initial guess of the break
point. After that break point we fit a second line. We search
ˆ in steps of
among various possible break point distances d,
h
4h
t
r
/λ, and chose that one with smallest Mean Squared
0.01
Error (MSE) — the best fit. The fits are drawn in dotted blue
lines in Figs. 6 and 7.
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Fig. 6: 2R model with 2R pattern for a single frequency
underlaid in grey. The black solid line is a power average over
2 GHz bandwidth. This 2R pattern would we visual in a IEEE
802.11ad system. The black vertical line marks dB .
From a measurement perspective, ideally, we resolve the
interfering rays until the break point distance, thereby we come
close to the large scale fading assumption (a simple kink in the
path loss slope). On such a measurement data set, the break

In Figs. 6 and 7, one can clearly observe, that the quality
of the break point estimation depends on the measurement
bandwidth. In Fig. 8, we sweep over bandwidth to illustrate
this behaviour. As claimed, for large enough bandwidths, both
algorithms estimate dB pretty well. The jump in the relative
error of the 2 slopes fit comes from the non-convex decision
function. In Fig. 9, we plotted the MSE over the search space
dˆ for increasing bandwidth. After the third increase the shape
of the decision function changes and another local minima
becomes the global minimum. In contrast, ℓ1 trend filtering
show a continuous trend with bandwidth increase.
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V.

C ONCLUSION

The 2R model has been observed experimentally and
through ray-tracing simulations. We derived the break point
distance based on (a generalized) first Fresnel zone and showed
that the simple approximation formula is still valid. We then
focused on estimating this break point and showed that large
measurement bandwidths are necessary to estimate the break
point distance accurately.
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